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Changes between -08 and -09

- In virtual-network list, mapping of VNIs to Network Instances (VRFs) limited to xTRs and PxTRs
- Security Consideration has been updated according to draft-ietf-netmod-rfc6087bis
Changes between -09 and -10

• In mappings, changed VNI to be a leafref to a VNI in the virtual-network (VRF) list. Previously in mappings, we could use a VNI number which did not exist.

• In virtual-network list (used to map VNI to VRF), made ni-name (i.e. VRF name) mandatory. Previously, we could define a VNI which had no ni-name (VRF).

• In virtual-network list, made ni-name unique. Previously, multiple VNIs could map to same ni-name (VRF).
Next Steps

• Need to do some changes (e.g. adding algo-id) due to bis documents. ETA: ~2 weeks
• After that, start WGLC?